Where there is peace . . .
I am White Eagle.
Where there is peace, there is also love and laughter. For love and laughter spring forth
from every new passion for life – for life to be lived in all its infinitude – life that masters all
and of which we are all masters.
For the life springs forth in rays, in bouquets of prismed light that illuminates all it touches.
Consider the beauty of the prism – how it splits the light into various wavelengths of color.
You see them as bright and brilliant colors, all in a row, subtly blending into one another
until ultimately the whole is seen in the Great White Light that illuminates all things.
Laughter brings sparks of love and love laps into Light. All is enfolded in the Light. The
Light enfolds us all. Whatever stripe you think your color may be, yet it is ALL frequencies
when fully attuned to the Light.
Let there be no disruption of color that shines within you. Allow it to play in the dancing
light – the beams of light that dance between you and enable you to see one another clearly
in the light.
Where is your beam of light? Where does it shine? How does it shine? From whence comes
its light?
From whence comes its glow? “The glow from that fire can truly light the world” – and so it
is. The Light within you beams forth in all its magnificent colors, waving to one another,
signaling the life force to dance, to live, to love, to laugh within the beam of Light that
shines through all and animates our every thought, our every breath, our every life.
No rapture can behold this. No womb can control this. No cloud can dismay this. Only
laughter and love can make you whole – can fuel that beam of Light that you are, can spark
the intelligence within, can heal the body and wave the Light in the Wholeness of Being,
complete. Let the majesty of the Light and all its many lengths fuel your belly with FIRE!
And send a signal to all the world that this is the Truth we behold and nothing surpasses it
for the Truth is within us – within the Light we bear, within the Light to which we give birth,
within the Light of the Womb that bears us all. We are the Bearers of the Light and this
Light must grow for all the world to see and know.
Magnificent Light, you are my child. Speak now. My peace is upon you. You shall live
forever in the Heart of All.
May peace and peace and peace be with you.
So be it.
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